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Abstract 
Miyazaki, C.. Spectral sequence theory of graded modules and its application to the Buchs- 
baum property and Segre products, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 85 (1993) 143-161. 
This paper is devoted to the study of the spectral sequence theory of graded modules and its 
application to the Buchsbaum property and Segre products. It is known that the degeneracy of 
the spectral sequence corresponding to a graded module yields a criterion for the Buchsbaum- 
ness of the graded module. In this paper, we study the spectral sequence and its canonical dual. 
and as an application we obtain a cohomological criterion for the Buchsbaum property of the 
Segre products of graded modules. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study the spectral sequence theory of graded 
modules. First of all, we review and extend the spectral sequence theory 
developed in [7]. As an application, we obtain a criterion for the (1, v)- 
Buchsbaum property of the canonical dual module of a graded module. Further- 
more, the theory leads to a cohomological criterion for the Buchsbaum property 
of the Segre products of graded modules. 
We follow the notation and terminology of [2]. Let k be a field. We say that a 
graded ring R is defined over k if R = @,l;-o R,,, R,, = k and R is finitely generated 
over k. Let us assume that R as a k-algebra is generated by R,. Then we write 
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R = k[x,,, . , xv], where X, is an element of R, for every i = 0. , N. We say 
that an R-module M is a graded R-module if M = @,,tE M,, and R,,,M,, C M,,,,,,. 
A finitely generated graded R-module M is called a graded Buchsbaum module if 
l,(M/qM) - e,,(q; M) IS an invariant for any homogeneous parameter ideal q of 
M. This definition is equivalent to saying that M,,, is a Buchsbaum RI,,-module, 
where m = R, = @,,r, R, (cf. [7, (WI). 
In Section 1, we review the spectral sequence theory studied in [7]. Under the 
assumption depth,<M 2 2, we construct the spectral sequence {E:“(M)} corre- 
sponding to a finitely generated graded R-module M such that IICY“ = 
eltL H”(Proj R, M-(I)) OK K”(m; R). We describe the relation between the 
spectral sequence {E:‘“(M)} and the (1, r)-Buchsbaum property (defined in 
Definition 1.1). 
In Section 2, we describe the duality theorem for our spectral sequence. For a 
finitely generated graded R-module M we define the canonical dual module 
M” = E&-“‘(M, K,,), w h ere R is a homomorphic image of a polynomial ring 
P = k[X,,, . , X,v]. In Theorem 2.8, we have the duality theorem for the 
spectral sequences { E(““(M)} and { Er‘“(M “)}. Further, we see that the canoni- 
cal dual module of an (1, r)-Buchsbaum module also has the (1, r)-Buchsbaum 
property (cf. Corollary 2.9). 
In Section 3, we investigate the Buchsbaum property for Segre products. Let 
R = k[R,] and S = k[S,] be graded rings over a field k. Let M and N be a finitely 
generated graded R-module and a finitely generated graded S-module respective- 
ly. Then we define M#N = @,EH(M,@X N,) and call it the Segre product of M 
and N. Notice that R#S is a graded ring over k and M#N is a graded 
R#S-module. In Theorem 3.8, we obtain a cohomological criterion for the 
Buchsbaum property of the Segre product of a graded Cohen-Macaulay module 
and a graded Buchsbaum module. This theorem includes our previous results [7, 
Theorems A, B and C]. The proof is based on the spectral sequence theory and 
the duality theorem obtained in Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 2.8. 
1. Spectral sequences corresponding to graded modules 
Let R be a graded ring over a field k. Let us assume that R is generated by R, 
elements. Then we can write R = k[x,,, . . . , xN], where x,,, . . , x,~ are elements 
of degree 1. Let us put R = PII, where P = k[X,,, . . , X,,,,] is a polynomial ring 
and I is a homogeneous ideal of P. Let mK be the homogeneous maximal ideal of 
R. Let M be a finitely generated R-module with dim,M = m + 1~ 2. 
Definition 1.1 (cf. [l], [6] and [7]). (a) A graded R-module M is a graded 
quasi-Buchsbaum module if m,&,,,?(M) = 0 for 0 5 i 5 m. 
(b) Let r be an integer such that 15 r i m + 1. Let k be an algebraic closure of 
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k. The graded R-module M is a graded (1, r)-Buchsbaum R-module if, for every 
homogeneous system of parameters f,, . . , A,,+, in R, gh k for the graded 
Rgkk-module M@,k, Makkl(f,, . . . , f )M @‘n k is a graded quasi-Buchsbaum 
R&3kk-module for Osisr-1. 
Remark 1.2. (a) In [I] and [6], our previous definition ‘r-Buchsbaum’ defined in 
[7] is generalized to (k, r)-Buchsbaum. In other words, our ‘r-Buchsbaum’ in [7] 
is replaced with ‘(1, r)-Buchsbaum’ in [l] and [6]. In this paper we follow the 
terminology of [l] and [6] since we hope that our theory develops in that 
direction. 
(b) A graded R-module M is a graded (1, m + 1)-Buchsbaum R-module if and 
only if M is a graded Buchsbaum R-module (see [9]). 
Let us put pr = Proj P and X = Proj R. Let 9 = M- on pr. We often write 
just sfor its pull-back L*(S) on X, where L : X- Pf is a closed immersion. Then 
we see H:‘,(X, 9) = @,,, H’(X, T(1)) = H:z ‘(M) for every i 2 1. Now we as- 
sume that depth,<M 2 2. Then we have T,(X, 9) = @,,, T(X, %(I)) = M. 
Now let us construct a spectral sequence corresponding to a graded R-module 
M. Let “u = {U,} be a finite affine open covering of X (or rr”:). Let L’ = 
c’(%; @,,, S(1)) be the tech complex associated to a quasi-coherent sheaf 
BIEH 9(f). Let K. = K.((x,,, . . . , xN); R) be the Koszul complex. Then let us 
consider the double complex C” = Horn,,, K., L’). Notice that the double com- 
plex C” is different from the double complex B” = Hom,(K., J’) constructed in 
[7], where 1’ = (O+ M+ L[-11). Now let us write C”,’ = Hom,(K,, L’) and its 
differentials as d’“.’ : Cp”+ C”‘.’ and dn”‘q : Cp”+ C’,“‘. When we indicate 
the double complex corresponding especially to M, we write Cp’9(M), dfp3’(M) 
and d’lp3’(M). Let us take the first filtration ‘F,(C”) = c,,>, C”,’ and the second 
filtration “F,(C”) = zr,Z, CpX9. Then the filtrations ‘F, and “F, give spectral 
sequences { ‘Er.9} and {“Ee‘“} respectively: 
Now let { e$. . , e:,} be the dual basis of K,((x,,, , x,,,); R). Since 
we have 
From now on we write Ef,’ for ‘E!f.Y (or we write E:“(M) when we indicate 
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the spectral sequence corresponding especially to M). On the other hand, let 
{Fr.Y} be the spectral sequence associated to the double complex B” with the 
first filtration. Let us compare these spectral sequences { EP‘“} and { FF.‘}. Since 
1’ = T,(L’[_1]), we see that FY.“ = Ey’“-’ for q 2 2. Since depth,M L 2, we see 
that Fy‘” = 0 for q = 0,l. In [7], we have studied the behaviour of maps 
d/‘.q : F;.“+ F;--,+’ to have the conditions for satisfying that M has the 
Buchsbaum property. The following proposition is an easy consequence of [7, 
(2.3)1. 
Proposition 1.3 (cf. [7]). Under the above conditions, suppose that M is a graded 
(1, r - 1)-Buchsbaum R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) M is a graded (1, r)-Buchsbaum module. 
(b) d(‘.Y(M) : E:.“(M)+ Ef+5.c/--,+’ (M) is a zero map for Isssr and ss 
qSm-1. 
(c) d;,‘.“(M) : E;.“(M)+ E:.“-‘+‘(M) . IS a zero map for 15 s 5 r and s 5 q I 
m-l. 0 
2. Duality 
Let R = k[x,,, . . , x,\,] be a graded ring over k. Let us write R = P/l, where 
P = k[X,,, . , X,] is a polynomial ring and I is a homogeneous ideal. Let M be a 
finitely generated graded R-module with dim,M = m + 1 2 2 and depth,<M 2 2. 
Let 9 = M- on Proj P = pr (or Proj R = X). Now we assume that M is a graded 
FLC module, that is, I,(H:,,,?(M)) < x for every i 5 m. This condition is equiva- 
lent to saying that 9 is locally Cohen-Macaulay and Supp(9) is equi-dimension- 
al, that is, p^, is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension m for every x E Proj R. 
Now let us define the canonical dual module of M and the canonical dual sheaf 
of 9. By Serre duality [4, (7.1)], we have 
for every q, where ’ denotes the dual k-vector space. On the other hand, we see 
that 
for every i # N - m because 9 is locally Cohen-Macaulay. Thus we have 
for every q. In case q = 0 and 9 = s(1). we see 
H”($F, S(I)) =Hom,(H”‘(lp:‘, %$“‘(9, w,?)(-l)), k) . 
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Therefore, we have the following isomorphisms of graded R-modules: 
where Hom denotes the graded module of homomorphisms in the category of 
graded modules (cf. [2]). 
Definition 2.1. Under the above conditions, the canonical dual sheaf of 9 is 
defined as 
9” = %-;~q,, W@), 
and the canonical dual module of M is defined as 
M” = &t;-“‘(M, KP) 
Remark 2.2 (see [S, (3.1.1)]). Even without the hypothesis that M is FLC and 
depth,M 2 2 we see that M” is a graded R-module with dim,M” = m + 1 and 
depth,M V 2 2. 
Proposition 2.3. Under the above conditions, we have 
(1) 9-S”“, 
(2) M-M”“, 
(3) H!@,N, 9) = H om#‘.J(P;, %“), k), 
(4) M” = H:(P;, 5”). 
Proof. Since 9 is locally Cohen-Macaulay, (1) follows from [5, (6.1.e)]. Next let 
us prove (4). We see that 
(M “)- = E&?(M, KP) 
= ‘&kf ;r”l(s, wp,v) = 9” . 
Thus we have M” = Hz(P,“, 9 “) because depth,M” 2 2. Further. we have 
M = H:(P;, 9) (by Remark 2.2) 
= Hi(PF, 9”“) (by (1)) 
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-- H:;(P;, (H:(P;, sv>->“> 
= Hpy, .F”)” (by (4)) 
EM”” (by (4)) 
Thus we have proved (2). Also, (3) follows immediately from the isomorphism 
M =m,(H;(P;, ~,&,“‘(9f w,:)(l)), k) proved just before Definition 2.1. 
0 
Lemma 2.4. Let 9 be a coherent sheaf an Pt. Assume that 9 is locally 
Cohen-Macaulay of equi-dimension m. Then there exists a natural isomorphism 
Proof. Let 9’ be an injective resolution of wn: in the category of C!+-modules. 
We have only to get a natural isomorphism 
in the derived category of lower bounded complexes of 0+-modules. In fact, 
since %tn,; (9, 9 ‘) is flasque for every i, there is an isomorphism 
Thus we have a natural isomorphism 
RHomPP(9, w+)[N - m] = W(Pr, ~,z$~“‘(~, wpF)) . 
Now let us prove that 
%kt $“‘(9, 0~) = EJ%~(~, 4’)[N - m] . 
Since %tiL;(%, w,?) = 0 for i # N - m, the complex %%m,:(4, 9’) is exact 
except at Zom,~(9, 9 Nm’n). Let %” be the image of a differential map 
~om,#F, @‘)- ‘X 0m,~(9,9~) for every i. Then we have short exact sequences 
o+ %I-’ + %om,;(9, ,a’_‘)* B’+ 0 
for i 5 N - m. Since H’(PF, X0rrl$~(9-) 9’)) = 0 for j 2 1, we inductively have 
H’(PF, %‘)=Ofori~N-m andjzl. Thuswe haveH’(Pr, %!or+~(9,4”-“)/ 
B Nmm) = 0 for i Z- 1. Hence we have an acyclic resolution of Z&-f’$“‘(9, w), 
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The above acyclic resolution is quasi-isomorphic to %I%;($, 9’)[N - m]. Thus 
we have 
Lemma 2.5 (cf. [3]). Let 9 be an ~~~-rno dule. Then there exists a natural 
isomorphism 
Proof. It follows immediately from [3, (3.5.1)]. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let 9 be a coherent sheaf on pp = Proj P. Assume that 5 is locally 
Cohen-Macaulay of equi-dimension m and Supp 9 C Proj R, where R is a 
homogeneous homomorphic image of P. Then there exists a natural isomorphism 
bnk(t~z C’(%; 9(l)), k) = $Eg% S”(1)) 
in the derived category of lower bounded complexes of graded R-modules 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, there exists a natural isomorphism 
Hom,([WT(pr, 9(-l)), k)[-m]=[WI(~~, 9”(l)) 
Thus we have 
Hom,(,z [wT(!F$, s(l)), k)[-ml 
= ,z Hom,(EU(@!, 9(-I)), k)[-m] 
= ,fg RT(P,N, 9”(l)). 
Since tech complex is an acyclic resolution, we have 
Horn,& C’(%; 8(l)), k)[-m] =,% C’(%; S”(l)). 0 
Definition 2.7. Let R be a graded ring over a field k. Let (~7:‘“) be a spectral 
sequence of graded R-modules. We write {*IY,!‘,~} for the dual spectral sequence, 
that is, 
and 
* EI’.“ = Hom,(E,“‘~‘, E,(k)) 
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where E,(k) is the injective envelope of graded R-module k (cf. [2]). Also we 
write {,!?r‘q[a, fi]} for the [a, PI-shift of {EP”}, that is, 
EJ’.4[Cy, p] = Ef)+(Y.4+r(i and dl).4[(y, p] = dj,+O.q+C( . 
Now we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.8. Let R be a graded ring over a field k. Let us assume that R is 
generated by R, elements. Then we put R = k[x,,, . . , x,~,], where x, E R, for 
0 5 i 5 N. Let M be a graded FLC R-module with dim,<M = m + 1 and 
depth.M 2 2. Let {E:‘“(M)} and { EF‘“(M ” )} be the spectral sequence corre- 
sponding to graded R-modules M and M V respectively. Then there exists a natural 
isomorphism of spectral sequences, 
{Er’“(M”)} = {(*Er.‘(M))[-N - 1, -m]} 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 2.6. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Let R = k[R,] b e a graded ring over k. Let M be a graded FLC 
R-module with depth,<M 2 2. Then M is a graded (1, r)-Buchsbaum R-module if 
and only if M” is a graded (1, r)-Buchsbaum R-module. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 2.8. 0 
Remark 2.10. (a) We can remove the hypothesis depth,M 2 2 by Remark 2.2 on 
the sufficient part. In other words, if M is a graded (1, r)-Buchsbaum R-module, 
then M” is a graded (1, r)-Buchsbaum R-module. 
(b) Corollary 2.9 is a generalization of [8, (5.5.1)] or [12]. 
3. The Buchsbaum property for Segre products 
Let R = k[x,,, . . . , x,] and S = k[y,,, . . . , yh] be graded rings over a field k, 
where degx,=l for O<isa and degyj=l for Oijsb. Let M be a finitely 
generated R-module with dim,M = m + 1 and depth,M 2 2. Let N be a finitely 
generated S-module with dim,N = n + 1 and depth,N 2 2. We define the Segre 
product of M and N as M#N = @ nEE (M, GGk N,,). Also R#S is similarly defined 
and has a structure of a graded ring over k. Then M#N is a finitely generated 
graded R#S-module. Notice that dim..,M#N = m + n + 1, depth..,M#N 2 2 
and pT(M-)@p;(N-) = (M#N)-, where 
Proj R xA Proj Sa Proj S 
/‘I 
I 
Proj R 
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Let I’ be the minimal injective resolution of M in the category MH(R) of the 
graded R-modules. For each i, we put I’ = ‘I’ @“I’, where Ass,‘I’ C {mK} and 
m.@Ass,“Z’. Let Ou be a finite affine open covering of Proj R. Now let us define 
the Goto-Watanabe resolution playing an important role in this section and 
compare this resolution with the tech complex i-‘(“ll; M-). 
Definition 3.1. (cf. [2, (2.2.6)]). U d n er the above notation. we define the 
Goto-Watanabe resolution of a graded R-module M as follows, 
where I” = M, I’ = “I’-’ for i 2 1 and E is the natural map. 
Proposition 3.2 (see [7, (4.2)]). Under the above conditions, the Goto-Watanabe 
resolution I” of the graded R-module M is isomorphic to the tech resolution 
(O+ M* @,tz ?(a; M-(d))[- 11) of the graded R-module M in the derived 
category D,:(R) of complexes bounded below of graded R-modules. 0 
By Proposition 3.2 we have an isomorphism (~,,I)[11 = edEH C’(%; M-(d)) 
in the derived category D;(R). Since “I’ = (~&[l], we see that “I’= 
@,,, @‘(021; M-(d)) in D;(R). Similarly, let E’ be the injective resolution of N, 
and let us put E’ = ‘E’ @“E for each i, where Ass,~‘E’ C (111,) and n~,Y$ZAss,“E’. 
Then we have an isomorphism “E’ -L @,,,, ?(V; N-(d)) in D;(S), where V is a 
finite affine open covering of Proj S. Further let us define the complex “Z’#“E’ as 
and 
d”(“f’#“E’) = c ((d’(“Z’)#id) + (-l)‘(id#d’(“E’))) 
t+,=r, 
By the proof of [6, (2.4)] we have an isomorphism @,,, c’(W; (M#N)-(d)) = 
“I’#“E’ in D ,.(R#S), where W is a finite affine open covering of Proj R#S. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a graded ring over a field k. Let X. be a homological 
complex of graded free R-modules of finite rank. Let Y’ and Z’ be cohomological 
complexes of graded R-modules such that Y’ is quasi-isomorphic to Z’. The double 
complexes m,(X., Y’) and m,(X., Z’) with first filtration yield the spectral 
sequences { Er.Y} and {I?:.“} respectively. Then there is an isomorphism of 
spectral sequences {El““} 2: { l?P.‘}. In other words, there exist isomorphisms of 
graded R-modules (pp.” : EF.“+ ~?f,~ for p, q and r such that dr’“o cpf’” = 
(p1’+‘.4F+ 1 o d,/,. 
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Proof. Let f : Y’+ Z’ be a quasi-isomorphism. Then we have isomorphisms of 
graded R-modules &.(X,>, HY( Y’)) = H. om (X,], H”(Z’)) for every p and 9. 
Since Ey“ = m,(X,,, H”(Y’)) and f?y.” = Hom,(X,?, H”(Z’)), we define iso- 
morphisms of graded R-modules cpf‘” : Ey‘“+ I?;.’ for p and 4 such that 
&W,+.q = (P;+1.40d:‘.‘/. Thus we can easily prove the assertion by 
induction. 0 
By Proposition 3.3, we have isomorphisms of spectral sequences from 
{Ef““(M)}, {E:‘“(N)} and { EP.‘(M#N)} to the spectral sequences associated 
to the following double complexes with first filtration respectively: 
From now on we identify the above double complexes with C”(M), C”(N) and 
C”(M#N) respectively. In other words, we write 
C”(M) = Hom.(K.(({x,},,,,,,); RI, “1’) 1 
C"(N) = Hom,s(~.(({y,},,_,-_h); S), “E’) ,
C"(M#N) = Hom,,,(K.(({x, ~Y,},,~,_~,.~,~,,~,); R#S). “f#“E’) 
Let {eT>,,5,503 if;>,,- ,c-h and {e’f @fT},,_,51 ,,,, _,.,, be the dual basis of 
K,(({x,),,,,,,,); R), K,(({Y,),,~,,,,); S) and K,(({~,~Y,},,,,,,.,,~,,,,); R#S) re- 
spectively. On the other hand, by Kiinneth’s formula [2. (4.1.4)], we see that 
Hq(“f#“E’) = ~+~=i,H’(r’Z’)#H’(“E’) . 
Then we put 
Hf.1 = H’(“I’)#H’(“E’) ) 
and 
Thus we have 
E r’” = H”(“f#“E’) @K#S h (,,z,, (R#S)(G g/E)) 
o- h--h 
= ,+?(, H”.“.” 
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Now assume that M is a graded Cohen-Macaulay R-module and N is a graded 
Buchsbaum S-module. Then we have H”(“Z’) = M, Hm(“l’) = NT(Proj R, M-) 
and Hq(“Z*) = 0 for 1 i 4 5 m - 1. Thus we have 
Assume that M#N is a graded (1, Y - 1)-Buchsbaum R#S-module. Then we 
have 
for r-l%q~m+n-1, and we write 
where 
P.9 . a, . fj/J$L9)+ fp+‘.uLy-‘+l~ 
py.9 : H 
p.(m.9-m)g Hp+r.(0,9-r+li ) 
y;.“ : H /‘,((‘.9) ~ H p+r.(m.q-rtl-III) 
Let us begin studying the spectral sequence map d:,‘(N) for r - 15 q 5 IZ - 1. 
Take an element U of E:,‘(N) and a cocycle u of “E’ in C”“(N) such that the 
homomorphic image of u in H’(“E’) is V through the isomorphism E:.‘(N) = 
Hq(“E’). Then we have d”(N)(u) = c:=, yjuf T. S’ mce N is Buchsbaum, there 
exist elements uO, . . , vb of “Eq-’ such that d’(N)(v,) = yjv for every j. In other 
words, 
in C’,‘(N). Then we have 
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in C7.qP’(N). Thus we have 
where yxu, - y,v, is the homomorphic image of YLu, - Y,v, in Hq-‘(“E’). 
Now we define cp s”c;.“;$;(~) = Y,V, - Y,U,. By repeating this step, we define 
%V,,A”,~ ,A...@,,) 
dyyN)(lT) = c 
OS,,c...<j,5h 
(P(Y,r”-“Y,,) (qcqf;, A *.. Af;*,). 
Next, let us take an element V@ (A:=, fz,) of E:‘“(N), where U E H’(“E’) for 
Y- liqsn- 1. Then we see that 
Now let us study the spectral sequence map dr‘Y(M#N). 
First, let us take an element W = (u @ U)@A~=, (ezA @ffA) of Hp.(‘l.y) in 
EF‘“(M#N) for r - 1 I q 5 y1 - 1, where u E H”(“Z’) and U E H’(“E’). What are 
the images (Y:.“(W) and yf”“(W)? Take a cocycle u of “E4 such that the 
homomorphic image of v in H4(“E’) is 6. Similarly, take a cocycle w = 
(u @ u) @ A:,, (eTL @f,*,) in C”,‘(M#N). Then we see that 
d”(M#N)(w) 
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for some u,), . . , uh E “E’-I. Thus we have 
By repeating this step. we have 
Thus we see that d~‘q(M#N)(G) E H”+‘.(“.y-r+‘! In particular, y:” is a zero 
map for q f a. Further, since ‘p( \’ h__. “?,,) (6) = 0 for q f n,r - 1, we see that a:“ 
1” 
is a zero map for q # n,y - 1. 
Next, let us take an element W = (C @ 6) @A:=, (ezL @ffy,) of H”‘(““-“I) in 
Ee‘q(M#N) for Y - 1 5 q 5 m + IZ - 1, where U E H”‘(“Z’) and U E H”-“‘(“E’). 
Similarly, we have 
dl“Y(M#N)(G) 
Thus we see that p r“’ is a zero map and that 6 r’” is a zero map for q # m + r - 1. 
By the preceding argument, we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.4 (cf. [7, (4.5))). Under the above conditions, we have 
(1) CX~‘” is u zero map if q f n,r - 1, 
(2) pp.” is a zero map, 
(3) -yip.’ is a zero map if q # n, 
(4) Sf.” is u zero map if q f m + r - 1. 0 
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A spectral sequence map d:.“(N) is not written in an explicit form. However, 
we can prove the following lemma concerning the map LI~“‘(M#N). 
Lemma 3.5 (cf. [7, (4.5)]). Under the above conditions, yf”” is a zero mup. 
Proof. First, let us study the spectral sequence map d:,“(N). 
Take an element U of Ed.” and a cocycle u of “E” in C”“‘(N) such that the 
homomorphic image of u in H”(“E’) is U through the inclusion E:.“(M) C 
H”(“E’). Then there exist elements u(,, . , u,, of “Enm such that 
d”(N)(u) = d’(N)@ u,f:) 
, -0 
in C’.“(N). Then we have 
in C’.‘zP’(N). Thus we have 
d;.“(N)(G) = i i y,u,( f; A f;) 
h=O ,-,I 
= c (YS, - Y,%)(.G kf;> 3 
,k,ik-h 
where y,u, - yiul, is the homomorphic image of y,u, - y,uh in ~I!“~‘(“E’). Now we 
define q ,.LA,,,j(3 = Y, , u - p,uk. By repeating this step, we define (P~~,,~...~\.,,~ such 
that 
dl’.“(N)(G) = c 
,~‘,,~_.....,,2h 
‘p( ,,,, n__ ,,,,,(U)@(f; A ... of;,). 
Now let us study the spectral sequence map dF‘“(M#N). Since M#N is 
(1, r - 1) -Buchsbaum, we remark that 
E:““(M#,t/) cc E;“‘(M#N) 2~. . . z EI““(M#N) 
_ H,‘.(“.“) @ H,L(,,z.?l-?,I) 
and 
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Let us take, if it exists, a non-zero element w = (U @ V) @A/\kp=, (en;, @f,*,) of 
Hp.Wl) in E,I.!I, where u E H(‘(“Z’) and U E H”(“E’). Take a cocycle u of “E” such 
that the hokomorphic image of u in H”(“E’) is V. Similarly, take a cocycle 
w = (U @ V) @$=I (ezk @ftJ in CP’“(M#N). Then we see that 
On the other hand, we see that &‘(M#N)(w) =0 in Ey+‘,“(M#N) because 
M#N is (l,l)-Buchsbaum. Thus we have that xiu@y,G= 0 in M#H:,Z’(N) for 
any i and j. Also, we see that xiu # 0 for some i because depth M > 0. According- 
ly we have yjz7= 0 in H”(“E’) for every j. Thus we see that V belongs to 
Ker d:‘“(N) in E:‘“(N) = H”(“E’). Therefore, we have 
df“‘(M#N)(ti) 
By repeating this step, we see that U belongs to E:‘“(N) and 
dl““(M#N)(G) 
Thus we see that df““(M#N)(G) E Hp+r’(““lmr+‘! In particular, rf‘” is a zero 
map. q 
Lemma 3.6. Under the above conditions, assume that p 2 0, 15 q 5 n - 1, 
p + 9 5 b and [H~,~‘(N)], f 0. Then 
Id;;‘, (WL, : F;;‘, (WI,,+ IE:ff+‘.“@‘)l,+,+, 
is a non-zero map. Further, d::, is injective. 
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Proof. First of all, we shall prove the case p = 0. Remark that E:;Y, = Hz,:‘(N). 
The spectral sequence map di;Y, is injective because E$Y = 0. Since 
[Hz,:‘(M)], # 0, we see that di.2, is non-zero map at degree d. 
Next we shall prove the case p > 0. We can take an element U of degree d in 
HZ,:’ (N) such that 
for some i,, . . , jq+, Since p + 4 5 b, we can take non-negative integers 
I,, . . . > I,, in (0, . . . , b}\{ j,, . . . , j,, ,}. Then we see that the 
(f;, A .. . of;<,+,) A (flT A ... r\f,T,)-component of dij;4,(N)(U@(/$‘=, f,*,)) 
equals to V(y ,,,,, “...ny,,) (6). Hence the assertion is proved. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Under the above conditions, assume that 2 0, 1 5 5 p q ~1 - 1, 
p + n - q 5 b and [Hz,:‘(N)],, Z 0. Then 
is a non-zero map. 
Proof. Applying the canonical dual functor Hom,(., E,(k)) to the spectral se- 
quence map 
we have 
We have only to show that *d:;Y,_q (N) is a non-zero map at degree -d. By 
Theorem 2.8, we see that 
* p;:‘:, (N) = E,;:‘;:;(N”)[b + 1, n] = E,;f;!‘,+,.“(N”) 
and 
*E-p,,-l+q.-y 
n+,-y (N) = E,f;:_“, I+“.-‘(N”)[b + 1, n] 
= E~p+4-‘I+h.~q+II(NV). 
?l+l-q 
Since [H,:+‘(N)],, # 0, we have [HE,<“” (N “)I_,, # 0 by local duality. On the 
other hand, we see that -p+q-n+b>O, lsn-qsn-1 and (-p+q- 
n + 6) + (n - q) 5 b. Further, N” is a graded Buchsbaum S-module by Corollary 
2.9. Therefore. 
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is a non-zero map at degree -d by virtue of Lemma 3.6. Hence the assertion is 
proved. 0 
Theorem 3.8. Let R and S be graded rings over afield k. Assume that R and S is 
generated by R, and S, elements respectively. Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay graded 
R-module with dim,M = m + 1~ 2 and N be a Buchsbaum graded S-module with 
dim,sN = n + 1 and depth,N ~2. Then M#N is a graded Buchsbaum R#S- 
module if and only if the following four conditions are satisfied: 
(1) a(N)<min{d: M,,#O}. 
(2) a(N) 5 min{ d : NC, # O}. 
(3) For any d E Z and 1 (‘n) E Z, [Hti’(M)ld+, = 0 or [H:,,,7(N)]d = 0. 
(4) For any d E Z and 1 (sn) E Z, M, = 0 or [H:,,s(N)]d+n_,+2 = 0. 
Here a(N) = max{d: Hz,:‘(N), # 0} and a(M) = max{d: H:::‘(M),, f O}. 
Proof. By Kiinneth’s formula, we have 
c CR,,5 (M#N) 
0 5 q 5 I,, + ,, 
Accordingly, M#N is quasi-Buchsbaum if and only if the conditions (1) and (2) 
are satisfied. Thus we may assume that M#N is quasi-Buchsbaum and the 
conditions (1) and (2) hold. We shall prove that M#N has the Buchsbaum 
property if and only if the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied. 
Now we may assume that k is algebraically closed. Then we can put R = 
k]x,,, . . , xc,] and S = k[y,,, . , yh] such that any subset of {xc,, . . . , xc,} of 
m + 1 elements is a system of parameters for M, where x,,, . . . , x,, E R, and 
Y,,, . . > y, E S,. First, suppose that (3) does not hold. Then, for some d and 1, 
we have non-zero elements u of [Hz:‘(M)], and U of [H:,,,(N)],, such that 
X,,X,? . . . xi,U i 0 in [Hz:‘(M)],+, for some different elements x,,, , x,,. We 
want to show that M#N is not (1, l)-Buchsbaum. We may assume that M#N is 
(l,l- 1)-Buchsbaum. Let us take W = U@ti of H”~(m~‘-‘) in I?:‘.“+‘-‘(M#N). 
Then we have 
dY+’ (M#N)(w) 
= c 
OIl,SU, .(ki,S” 
K-y . . . Xl,4 @ qy,,A...n).,,)(a 
Osj,<...<j,sb 
@((e,T @f,*,) A . . . A (e;‘I @fT,)) . 
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BY Lemma 3.6 we see that ~~l,,h...ny,lj(U) # 0. Thus we have 
d ;,m+‘-l (M#N)(G) # 0. H ence M#N is not (1, I)-Buchsbaum. In particular, 
M#N is not Buchsbaum. 
Next, suppose that (4) does not hold. We want to show that M#N is not 
(1, y1 - 1+2)-Buchsbaum. We may assume that M#N is (1, y1 - 1+ l)- 
Buchsbaum. By virtue of Lemma 3.7, for some d and 1, we have non-zero 
elements u of M, and U of [Ejj.“,+,(N)], in [Hy,,:l(N)], such that d:.“,+,(N)(C) f 
0 in [E::1:1:.‘-’ (N)],. Let us take W = u@ V of H”,(O’n) in Ez.“,+,(M#N). Then 
we have 
d :“,+,(w> 
= c ((.y,,....yi,,~,+210~(P~v,,;~,,I~...~,,,,(~)) 
05i,50,. ,05i,,_f+~5u 
05,,<~..</,r_,+Zdl 
@Ne,y,_,+, @fl*_,+J A . . . A k:: @.ffJ . 
On the other hand, we see that ‘p(, 
because d”.” 
,,,~, ZA.il.nV,,i(“)#O for some .i,, . 2 jn-,+2 
,,_,+2(N)(U) # 0. Thus we have d,,L,+,(M#N)(G) # 0. Hence M#N is 
not (1, n - I+ 2)-Buchsbaum. 
Conversely, suppose that (3) and (4) hold. By Remark 1.2(b), under the 
assumption that M#N is (1, Y - 1)-Buchsbaum, we have only to show that M#N 
is (1, r)-Buchsbaum. Now assume that M#N is (1, Y - 1)-Buchsbaum. By Propo- 
sition 1.3 we want to prove that the spectral sequence maps 
dl’.‘(M#N) : E;.‘(M#N)+ I?;.“-‘+‘(M#N) 
are zero maps for r I q 5 m + n - 1. In other words, (Y I’,“, p z.“, y 1”” and 6 F.“ are 
zero maps for r 5 q 5 m + n - 1. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, these maps are zero 
maps except for a:,” and 81).m+r-1. On the other hand, the conditions (3) and (4) 
give that LY:,” and 81),m+r-’ are zero maps by the sufficient part of the proof. Thus 
we have that M#N is (1, r)-Buchsbaum. Hence the assertion is proved. 0 
Example 3.9 (cf. [7, (3.4)]). Let R = k[X,,, . . , X,] and S = k[ Yo, . . . , Y~y] be 
polynomial rings over a field k, where r and s are positive integers. Let us put 
M = R[a] and N = S#S[6], where b 20. Then N is a graded non-cohen- 
Macaulay Buchsbaum S#S-module if and only if b = s + 1. Now assume that 
b = s + 1. Then we have the following: 
(1) M#N is a graded quasi-Buchsbaum R#S#S-module if and only if -r - 
15a52s+2, 
(2) M#N is a graded Buchsbaum R#S#S-module if and only if -r 5 a 5 
2s + 1. 
In fact, we see that min{d: M, #O} = -a, a(M) = -r - 1 -a, min{d: N,/ Z 
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0} = 0, a(N) = -2s - 2 and {(I, d): [Hi ,,,s (N)ld f 0, 1~ 2s + l} = {(s + 1, --s - 
l)}. By Theorem 3.8, we easily have the assertion. 
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